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 How innovations in Reserve Requirements – RR affect credit supply? 

 Banks react to changes in funding composition (Kashyap and Stein, 

2000) 

 Reactions may depend on the state of the macroeconomy and on bank 

characteristics (Kashyap and Stein, 2000, Holmstrom and Tirole, 1997) 

 Composition of credit may change depending on the riskiness of 

borrowers  (Borio and Zhu, 2008) 

 The question is important for emerging markets that traditionally use RR 

policy to smooth the credit cycle (Cordella et al., 2014) 

 There is little loan level evidence of the impact of RR policies in 

emerging markets (with the exception of Camors and Peydró (2013)) 

Motivation 



 We build on Camors and Peydró (2013), but we: 

 Explore a larger and longer dataset 

 With policy shocks from tightening and loosening cycles 

 Providing a long-term analysis to capture macroeconomic and monetary 

policy interactions 

 Where the central piece in the identification strategy is the 

measurement of RR innovation: 

  We build an index by adding or subtracting one unit to the index 

upon the tightening or easing of the RR policy 

 We define a treatment variable, as the difference between 

quarterly changes in current RR and quarterly changes in a 

counterfactual RR 

Contribution 



 The rationale for RR effects on credit supply follows Stein (1998) and 

Kashyap and Stein (2000) 

 The risk-taking channel on monetary policy follows mostly Adrian and Shin 

(2009),  Dell’Ariccia et al. (2009) and Jiménez et al (2014) 

 The interaction with banks’ liquidity and capital follows Kashyap and Stein 

(2000) and Holmstrom and Tirole (1997) 

 The use of RR to foster financial stability is highlighted by Tovar and Mora et 

al. (2012) 

 The financial stability and the business cycle-driven uses of RR cannot be 

separated from each other Cordella et al. (2014) and Cerutti et al. (2015) 

 An increase of the requirements for short-term funding imply a reduction of 

credit supply Camors and Peydro (2013) and Glocker and Towbin (2012) 

Literature 



 RR components are managed through: 

 Demand deposits (unremunerated) 

 Savings (remunerated according to savings accounts) 

 Time and Term deposits (remunerated at the daily prime rate) 

 Additional component comprised of three subcomponents, one for each 

of the previous components, (all remunerated at the daily prime rate) 

 It also manages deductibles, conditional deductibles, exemption 

thresholds, eligible liabilities and remuneration 

 Counterfactual RR is used to monitor policy implementation: 

 The liabilities subject to RR (TLRR) are the same, but RR ratios, 

deductibles, conditional deductions and exemptions are calculated for 

every bank based on the pre-changes rule 
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 We use the Brazilian Credit Register (SCR), which encompasses virtually all 

corporate loans in the domestic financial system 

 Data is quarterly from 2008Q1 to 2015Q2 

 We restrict our sample to firms with loans from more than one bank 

 This sample has over 36 million data points (27 periods, 132 banks and 

478 thousand firms). 

 The dependent variable is the log change in the credit granted to a firm 

(f), by a bank (b) in a quarter (t), winsorized at the 2/98th percentile 

 The firm risk indicator of the firm at the bank or at the financial system 

 Bank balance sheet variables: total assets (size), liquidity ratio (liquidity), 

return over assets (ROA), Banks nonperforming loans to total credit 

(NPL); and public, foreign or small bank dummy variables 

Data 



 We measure reserve requirements innovation with two alternative 

definitions: 

1. We build a simple index, adding or subtracting a unit on a tightening or 

easing policy event in a quarter. The change in the index is the policy 

innovation 

RR measurement 



2. We use a treatment variable defined as the quarterly change in effective 

reserve minus the quarterly change in counterfactual reserves, both 

measured as a ratio to liabilities subjected to RR (TLRR) 

Data 

 where b refers to a bank and t to a quarter. 

 

 The variation in counterfactual reserves filter out the determinants of 

reserve requirements other than regulatory change. 

 



 We present our results in two sessions: 

1. Long panel estimates both using the RR index and the treatment 

variable 

 
 

 The dependent variable is the log change in credit to a firm f in a 

specific bank b and period t 

 The main independent variable is the innovation in reserve 

requirement 

 Interaction terms of the policy innovation and a vector of variables of 

interest denoted by X in the equation 

 We gradually introduce firm fixed, firm*time, bank and bank*time 

fixed across our model settings 

Methodology 



 We present our results in two sessions: 

2. Cross-sectional estimates around the four main policy shocks in the 

sample 

 

 

 The methodology replicates Camors and Peydro (2013), but the 

dependent variable in this diff-in-diff is one semester after the end of 

the policy shocks 

 Interaction terms of the policy innovation and a vector of variables of 

interest denoted by X in the equation 

 We gradually introduce firm fixed, firm*time, bank and bank*time 

fixed across our model settings 

Methodology 
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 Long panel – full sample – short run elasticity  

Results 



 Long panel – full sample – long run elasticity  

Results 



 Cross section using DiD: 4 shocks 

Results 



 Risk Channel using DiD: 4 shocks (bank-fixed effects) 

Results 



 Risk Channel channel: NPL (bank-fixed effects) 

Results 



 All-in-all models DiD: 4 shocks 

Results 



 Robustness: Placebo 

Results 



 We find that RR policy impact credit in the expected direction 

 The quantitative impact is more sensible in the medium and long run 

 We show that results are robust to using a simple index of reserve 

requirement policy vis-a-vis a more precise treatment variable based on 

bank level counterfactual reserve requirements 

 There is suggestive evidence that higher liquidity and capital ratios appear to 

reduce the impact of RR policy 

 Monetary policy is possibly a complement to RR policy in the sense that 

tightening one policy increases the effect of the other on credit 

 We find that banks avoid riskier firms in the aftermath of policy changes. 

During tightening phases, when there is credit contraction, riskier firms 

receive less credit 

Conclusion 



Obrigado! 
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